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Abstract
We present two infinite series of synchronizing automata with a letter of deficiency 2 whose shortest reset words are longer than
those for synchronizing automata obtained by a straightforward modification of ˇCerny´’s construction.
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0. Background and motivation
Let A = 〈Q,Σ , δ〉 be a deterministic finite automaton (DFA), where Q is the state set, Σ stands for the input
alphabet, and δ : Q ×Σ → Q is the transition function defining an action of the letters in Σ on Q. The action extends
in a unique way to an action Q × Σ∗ → Q of the free monoid Σ∗ over Σ ; the latter action is still denoted by δ. The
DFA A is called synchronizing if there exists a word w ∈ Σ∗ whose action resets A , that is it leaves the automaton
in one particular state no matter which state in Q it starts at: δ(q1, w) = δ(q2, w) for all q1, q2 ∈ Q. Any such word
w is said to be a reset word for the DFA.
It is rather natural to ask how long a reset word for a given synchronizing automaton may be. The problem is known
to be NP-complete (see [4] or [12]), but on the other hand, there are some upper bounds on the minimum length of reset
words for synchronizing automata with a given number of states. The best such bound known so far is due to Pin [11]
(it is based on a combinatorial theorem conjectured by Pin and then proved by Frankl [5]): for each synchronizing
automaton with n states, there exists a reset word of length at most (n3 − n)/6. In 1964 ˇCerny´ [2] produced for each
n > 1 a synchronizing automaton Cn with n states whose shortest reset word has length (n − 1)2 and conjectured that
these automata represent the worst possible case, that is, every synchronizing automaton with n states can be reset by
a word of length (n − 1)2. By now this simply looking conjecture is arguably the most long-standing open problem
in the combinatorial theory of finite automata. The reader is referred to the survey [9] for an interesting overview of
the area and its relations to multiple-valued logic and symbolic dynamics; applications of synchronizing automata to
robotics are discussed in [4,6]. (A more recent survey [13] contains a detailed account of algorithmic and complexity
issues in the field but unfortunately omits some important references.)
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The action of a bactrian letter. The action of a dromedary letter.
Fig. 1. Two kinds of letters of deficiency 2.
There are many papers where the ˇCerny´ conjecture is proved for various restricted classes of synchronizing
automata (cf. [4,3,8,1,14], to mention a few recent advances only). On the other hand, there are only very few
examples of “slowly” synchronizing automata, that is automata whose shortest reset words have lengths close to
the ˇCerny´ bound. In fact, it seems that the only infinite series of n-state synchronizing automata with shortest reset
words of length O(n2) that has appeared in the literature so far is the ˇCerny´ series Cn , n = 2, 3, . . . . Of course,
one can obtain more examples by some slight modifications of the ˇCerny´ automata (we shall discuss this later) but
in general “slowly” synchronizing automata turn out to be rather exceptional. This observation is supported not only
by numerous experiments (see [15] for a description of certain noteworthy experimental results in the area) but also
by probabilistic arguments. Indeed, if Q is an n-element set (with n large enough), then, on average, any product
of 2n randomly chosen transformations of Q is known to be a constant map; cf. [7]. Restated in automata-theoretic
terms, this fact implies that a randomly chosen DFA with n states and a sufficiently large input alphabet tends to be
synchronizing, and moreover, the length of its shortest reset word does not exceed 2n.
In the present paper we construct two new infinite series of “slowly” synchronizing automata. In contrast with the
ˇCerny´ series, in our automata one of the letters acts as a transformation of deficiency 2. (Recall that the deficiency of a
transformation ϕ of a finite set Q is the difference |Q|−|ϕ(Q)|.) Since, in the presence of such a letter, synchronization
speeds up, one cannot expect the lengths of shortest reset words for our automata to reach the ˇCerny´ bound. However,
surprisingly, our examples turn out to synchronize more slowly than automata with a letter of deficiency 2 derived in
a natural way from the ˇCerny´ automata.
Besides enlarging our supply of examples, there are various additional motivations for studying synchronizing
automata with a letter of deficiency 2. For instance, we recall that the best upper bound known so far for the minimum
length (n) of reset words for synchronizing automata with n states is cubic. Clearly, finding a quadratic upper bound
for (n) would constitute a major step towards a proof of the ˇCerny´ conjecture. It can be easily verified that if a
quadratic in n function f (n) provides an upper bound for the minimum length of reset words for n-state synchronizing
automata with a letter of deficiency 2, then the function 4 f (n) can serve as an upper bound for (n). Thus, approaching
the problem through automata with a letter of deficiency 2 might be a reasonable strategy. However we shall not touch
this approach in the present paper.
1. Main results and a discussion
Let A = 〈Q,Σ , δ〉 be a DFA with |Q| ≥ 3. If a letter a ∈ Σ is such that the transformation of the set Q induced
by the action of a has deficiency 2, then exactly one of the two following situations happens.
1. There exist four different states q1, q2, q3, q4 ∈ Q such that
δ(q1, a) = δ(q2, a) 	= δ(q3, a) = δ(q4, a).
In this situation we say that a is a bactrian letter.
2. There exist three different states q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q such that
δ(q1, a) = δ(q2, a) = δ(q3, a).
In this case we call a a dromedary letter.
Fig. 1 illustrates these notions and explains the terminology.
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Fig. 2. The automata C ′n and C ′′n .
An easy way to obtain slowly synchronizing automata with a letter of deficiency 2 of either type consists in
modifying the ˇCerny´ automata. Namely, consider the ˇCerny´ automaton Cn−1 whose states are the residues modulo
n − 1 and whose input letters a and b act as follows:
δ(m, a) =
{
1 for m = 0,
m for 1 < m < n − 1; δ(m, b) = m + 1 (mod n − 1).
We add to Cn−1 an extra state denoted n − 1 and then extend the transition function by letting δ(n − 1, a) = 2,
δ(n − 1, b) = n − 1. This gives an n-state DFA C ′n in which a becomes a bactrian letter. Similarly, if we extend δ by
defining δ(n − 1, a) = 1, δ(n − 1, b) = n − 1, we obtain another n-state DFA C ′′n in which a is a dromedary letter.
Both modifications are shown in Fig. 2.
It can be verified that the word (abn−2)n−3a, which resets the automaton Cn−1, resets also both C ′n and C ′′n and is
in fact the shortest reset word for each of these automata. Hence (n − 2)2, i.e. the length of this word, turns out to be
a lower bound for the minimum length of reset words for n-state synchronizing automata with a letter of deficiency 2
of either type. By analogy with the ˇCerny´ conjecture, one may think that the bound is tight. However, as our results
show, this is not the case.
Our first result significantly improves the lower bound for synchronizing automata with a bactrian letter:
Theorem 1.1. For each odd n > 3, there exists a synchronizing automaton Bn with n states and two input letters,
one of which is bactrian such that the shortest reset word ofBn is of length (n − 1)(n − 2).
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is presented in Section 2. In our opinion, this proof is of independent interest as it
involves a trick which, to the best of our knowledge, has not appeared in synchronization proofs so far.
It seems that the restriction on the parity of the quantity of states in Theorem 1.1 is essential. If n is even, then the
construction used to design the automatonBn still works but produces an automaton which is not synchronizing. For
n = 6 we have found a synchronizing automaton with two input letters including one bactrian and with the shortest
reset word of length (6 − 1)(6 − 2) = 20 but already for n = 8 our best bactrian example has the shortest reset word
of length 39 < (8 − 1)(8 − 2) = 42. These examples are also presented in Section 2.
Now consider the dromedary case. Here we are also able to slightly improve the lower bound coming from the
‘ ˇCerny´-like’ example C ′′n but in contrast with the bactrian case we need three input letters this time.
Theorem 1.2. For each n > 4, there exists a synchronizing automatonDn with n states and three input letters, one of
which is dromedary such that the shortest reset word of Dn is of length (n − 2)2 + 1.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 shares some ideas with the proof of Theorem 1.1 but is more bulky. It is presented in
Section 3.
For n = 5 and n = 6, we have found some dromedary examples (again with three input letters) whose shortest
reset words are one letter longer than those of respectivelyD5 and D6. These examples indicate that there may exist a
series of n-state synchronizing automata with three input letters including one dromedary whose shortest reset words
are of length (n − 2)2 + 2 but we have not managed to find such a series so far.
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Fig. 3. The automaton B5.
2. The automataBn
Let n = 2k + 1, k > 1. The states of the automatonBn are the residues modulo n and its input letters a and b act
as follows:
δ(m, a) =
{
m − 2 (mod n) for m = 0, 1,
m for 1 < m < n; δ(m, b) = m − 1 (mod n).
Observe that a is a bactrian letter inBn . The smallest automaton in the series is shown in Fig. 3.
The next lemma can be straightforwardly checked and we omit its proof.
Lemma 2.1. Let n = 2k + 1, k > 1. Then the word
(ab2k−1)k−1ab2k−2(ab2k−1)k−1a (1)
is a reset word for the automatonBn.
The length of the word (1) is 2k(k − 1) + 2k − 1 + 2k(k − 1) + 1 = 2k(2k − 1) = (n − 1)(n − 2). We observe in
passing thatBn has yet another reset word of the same length.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, it remains to show that the length of each reset word for Bn is at least
(n − 1)(n − 2). For this, we use a solitaire-like game on the underlying graph ofBn . Assume that some of the states
ofBn are covered with pairwise distinct coins as shown in Fig. 4. Each move, that is the action of a letter c ∈ {a, b},
makes the coins slide along the arrows labelled c so that a state m will be covered with a coin after the move if and
only if there exists a state  such that δ(, c) = m and  was covered with a coin before the move. If two coins happen
to arrive at the same state m, then from the structure of Bn we conclude that c = a, m = n − 1 or m = n − 2 and
both m and m + 2 (mod n) held coins before the move. Then we retain the coin that had covered m before the move
and delete the coin arriving from m + 2 (mod n). Fig. 5 demonstrates how the position shown in Fig. 4 changes after
a single action of a letter.
Suppose that initially all the states of the automaton Bn are covered with coins and let a word w ∈ {a, b}∗ (that
is the sequence of its letters) act on this initial position. It is easy to see that after completing this action coins cover
precisely the states in the image of the transformation δ( ,w). In particular, if w is a reset word for Bn , then after
the action of w only one coin survives.
Now we can explain the idea of our proof of Theorem 1.1. Given a reset word w and an initial distribution P0 of
n coins on the states of Bn , let Pi , 0 ≤ i ≤ |w|, stand for the position that arises when we apply the prefix of w of
length i to the position P0. To each position Pi , we shall assign an integer parameter wg(Pi ) (called the weight of the
position) such that the following three conditions will be satisfied:
(i) wg(P0) ≥ (n − 1)2;
(ii) wg(P|w|) ≤ n − 1;
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Fig. 5. Redistributing coins under the actions of b (left) and a (right).
(iii) for each i = 1, . . . , |w|, the action of the i th letter of w decreases the weight of Pi−1 by 1 at most, that is,
1 ≥ wg(Pi−1) − wg(Pi ).
Clearly, if such a weight function does indeed exist, then summing up all the inequalities in (iii) and utilizing (i) and
(ii), we obtain
|w| =
|w|∑
i=1
1 ≥
|w|∑
i=1
(
wg(Pi−1) − wg(Pi )
) = wg(P0) − wg(P|w|)
≥ (n − 1)2 − (n − 1) = (n − 1)(n − 2),
as required.
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It remains to construct a weight function satisfying (i)–(iii). This is by no means an easy task because some moves
can delete two coins at once. It is to overcome this difficulty that we let our coins be distinguishable from each
other—this allows us to make weight functions depend on reset words while a ‘uniform’ function serving all reset
words simultaneously may not exist.
Thus, let us fix a reset word w and an initial distribution P0 of n coins on the states ofBn . As mentioned, the action
of w on P0 removes n −1 coins. We call the only coin that remains after the action the golden coin and denote it by G.
Now fix a position Pi , 0 ≤ i ≤ |w|. For any coin C that is present in this position, let mi (C) be the state covered with
C . We denote by di (C) the least non-negative integer such that δ
(
mi (C), b2di (C)
) = mi (G). In the ‘visual’ terms,
di (C) is the number of double steps on the ‘main circle’ of Bn (measured clockwise) from the state covered with C
to the state covered with the golden coin. We define the weight of C in the position Pi as
wg(C, Pi ) = (n − 1) · di (C) + mi (C).
(Observe that here we multiply and add integers and not residues modulo n.) In order to illustrate this definition,
assume that the black coin in the position shown in Fig. 4 is the golden coin. Then the weight of the white coin in this
position is equal to 4 · 3 + 3 = 15 because the white coin covers the state 3 and from this state one needs three double
steps in the clockwise direction in order to reach the state 2 covered with the golden coin. Similarly, the weight of
the dark-grey coin in Fig. 4 is 4 · 2 + 1 = 9 and the weight of the light-grey coin is 4 · 4 + 0 = 16. As for the black
(=golden) coin, its weight is 4 · 0 + 2 = 2 because, by the definition, the weight of the golden coin in any position is
equal to the state it covers.
Now we define the weight wg(Pi ) of the position Pi as the maximum of the weights of the coins present in this
position. For instance, the weight of the position shown in Fig. 4 is 16 (if, as above, one assumes that the black coin
is the golden one). It remains to verify that this weight function satisfies Conditions (i)–(iii).
Condition (i): wg(P0) ≥ (n − 1)2. In the initial position all states are covered with coins. Consider the coin C
that covers the state m0(G) − 2 (mod n), that is the state in one double step clockwise after the state covered with the
golden coin. Then it is easy to see that d0(C) = n−1 whence wg(C, P0) = (n−1) ·(n−1)+m0(C) ≥ (n−1)2. Since
the weight of a position is not less than the weight of any coin in this position, we conclude that wg(P0) ≥ (n − 1)2.
Condition (ii): wg(P|w|) ≤ n − 1. In the final position only the golden coin G remains, whence the weight of P|w| is
the weight of G. As already observed, wg(G, Pi ) = mi (G) for any position Pi and, clearly, mi (G) ≤ n − 1.
Condition (iii): wg(Pi−1) − wg(Pi ) ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , |w|. Let us fix a coin C of maximum weight in Pi−1. First
consider the case when the letter that causes the transition from Pi−1 to Pi is b. Recall that δ(m, b) = m − 1 (mod n).
This implies that di (C) = di−1(C) (because the relative location of the coins does not change) and
mi (C) =
{
mi−1(C) − 1 if mi−1(C) > 0,
n − 1 if mi−1(C) = 0.
We see that
wg(Pi ) ≥ wg(C, Pi ) = (n − 1) · di (C) + mi (C) ≥
(n − 1) · di−1(C) + mi−1(C) − 1 = wg(C, Pi−1) − 1 = wg(Pi−1) − 1.
Next suppose that the transition from Pi−1 to Pi is caused by the action of a. Recall that a sends the states 0 and 1
to the states n − 2 and n − 1 respectively (that is one double step clockwise) and fixes all other states. If the coin C
covers neither 0 nor 1, then mi (C) = mi−1(C) and
di (C) =
{
di−1(C) if the golden coin G covers neither 0 nor 1,
di−1(C) + 1 if G covers either 0 or 1.
We conclude that
wg(Pi ) ≥ wg(C, Pi ) = (n − 1) · di (C) + mi (C)
≥ (n − 1) · di−1(C) + mi−1(C) = wg(C, Pi−1) = wg(Pi−1).
Thus, here the transition from Pi−1 to Pi does not decrease the weight.
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It remains to consider the subcase when the coin C covers either 0 or 1. As these two possibilities are analyzed
with precisely the same argument, we assume that C covers 0. Then in the position Pi the state n − 2 holds a coin
C ′ (which may or may not coincide with C). If in the position Pi−1 the golden coin G covers either 0 or 1, then
di(C ′) = di−1(C) whence
wg(Pi ) ≥ wg(C ′, Pi ) = (n − 1) · di (C ′) + n − 2 >
(n − 1) · di−1(C) = wg(C, Pi−1) = wg(Pi−1).
We see that here the weight even increases. Finally, if the coin G covers neither 0 nor 1, it does not move, whence
di(C ′) = di−1(C) − 1. Therefore
wg(Pi ) ≥ wg(C ′, Pi ) = (n − 1) · di (C ′) + n − 2
= (n − 1) · (di−1(C) − 1) + n − 2 = (n − 1) · di−1(C) − 1 = wg(C, Pi−1) − 1 = wg(Pi−1) − 1,
as required.
Thus, we have verified that our weight function satisfies Conditions (i)–(iii), and this completes the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
It is very tempting to conjecture that the expression (n − 1)(n − 2) gives the exact value for the minimum length of
reset words for n-state synchronizing automata with a letter of deficiency 2 when n ≥ 5 is odd. So far we have been
able to confirm this only for n = 5 (thus solving a question mentioned in Pin’s early survey [10]).
As mentioned in Section 1, there is a synchronizing automaton B6 with two input letters including one bactrian
whose shortest reset word is of length 20, thus matching the lower bound (n − 1)(n − 2) established in Theorem 1.1
for odd values of n. This automaton is shown in Fig. 6; its shortest reset word is (ab3ab2)2ab4a.
However, the example seems to be exceptional. We have exhaustively searched through all eight-state automata
with two input letters of which one is bactrian and the other acts as a permutation. This search has yielded no
synchronizing automaton whose shortest reset word would be of length (8−1)(8−2) = 42; moreover, the maximum
length of shortest reset words for such automata turns out to be 39. The latter value is achieved on a unique automaton
B8 shown in Fig. 7. Its shortest reset word is ab · a2b3ab3a2b3 · abab3a · (ab2ab)2 · a2b3a.
3. The automata Dn
Take an n > 4 and let Dn be the DFA with the state set {1, 2, . . . , n}, with the input alphabet {a, b, c} and the
transition function δ defined as follows:
m 1 2 3 4 5 . . . n
δ(m, a) 1 1 1 4 5 . . . n
δ(m, b) 1 1 2 4 5 . . . n
δ(m, c) 4 1 4 5 6 . . . 3
Thus, both a and b fix each state m with 4 ≤ m ≤ n and c acts on the set {3, 4, . . . , n} as a cyclic shift. The automaton
Dn is shown in Fig. 8.
Verifying the following lemma amounts to a straightforward calculation:
Lemma 3.1. Let n > 4. Then the word
c2(bcn−1)n−4bc2 (2)
is a reset word for the automatonDn.
The length of the word (2) is n(n − 4) + 5 = (n − 2)2 + 1 and we shall prove that this is in fact the minimum length
of a reset word for Dn . Observe that the word (2) does not involve the letter a, and therefore, it also resets the DFA
obtained from Dn by omitting a. Thus, we see (and this is a bit surprising) that adding a letter of deficiency 2 to a
synchronizing automaton in which all letters have deficiency 1 may not decrease the minimum length of reset words.
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Fig. 9. A fragment of the power-set automaton of Dn .
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we use a version of the solitaire-game approach. However, in contrast to Section 2,
here we assume that coins used in our game are non-distinguishable. As above, a move is the action of a letter; a
state m is covered with a coin after the move d ∈ {a, b, c} if and only if there exists a state  such that δ(, d) = m
and  held a coin before the move. Thus, the rule amounts to saying that coins slide along the arrows labelled  and,
whenever several coins arrive at the same state, all but one of them is removed.
Suppose that initially all the states of the automatonDn are covered with coins. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, it
is easy to realize that a word w ∈ {a, b, c}∗ resets Dn if and only if the action of w on this initial position removes
n − 1 coins. Considering the ‘top’ part of the power-set automaton of Dn as shown in Fig. 9, one observes that any
reset word of the minimum length should start with either ac or c2. The action of either of these words frees the states
1 and 2 so that the remaining coins cover precisely the set C = {3, 4, . . . , n} (that will be referred to as the main circle
of Dn).
It is clear that if a coin situated on the main circle is eventually removed, it should first exit from C through
the state 3. We say that two coins covering some states , m ∈ C can be properly merged if there exists a word
v ∈ {a, b, c}∗ (called a merging word) such that
• δ(, v) = δ(m, v);
• δ(, u) 	= δ(m, u) for any proper prefix u of v;
• during the action of v, each of the two coins exits from the main circle at most once.
In more formal terms, the latter condition means that at most one prefix u1 of v satisfies δ(, u1) /∈ C and at most one
prefix u2 of v satisfies δ(m, u2) /∈ C.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that two coins situated on the main circle C can be properly merged. Let the coin that exits from
C first be C1 and let C2 be the other coin. Then C2 immediately follows C1 (in the clockwise direction) on C.
Proof. Let v be the corresponding merging word. As observed above, the only way to exit from the main circle is
through the state 3. Denote by u the prefix of v that brings C1 from its initial position to 3, just before the coin leaves
the main circle. Arguing by contradiction, we assume that u brings C2 to a state m ∈ C different from n. Then under
the action of the next letter d ∈ {a, b} of v the coin C1 exits from the main circle while C2 keeps covering the state m.
If during the action of v, the coin C2 also exits from the main circle, it must reach 3 from the state m. This is only
possible under the action of a word v′ in which the letter c occurs more than once. Hence such a factor v′ should
follow the prefix ud in v. However, then the action of v′ returns the coin C1 to a state  ∈ C such that  	= 3 and no
proper merging is possible.
If C2 remains on the main circle during the action of v, then the only state at which the coins could merge is 4. In
order to bring the coin C2 from m to 4, one has to apply a word v′′ that contains more than two occurrences of the
letter c. We conclude that the word v decomposes as v = udv′′. However, then the action of v′′ brings the coin C1 to
a state  	= 4, a contradiction again.
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Fig. 10. Another fragment of the power-set automaton of Dn .
In view of Lemma 3.2, we may assume that coins that can be properly merged cover the states 3 and n. (The general
situation can be reduced to this partial one with a cyclic shift caused by the action of a suitable power of c.) Such coins
can merge on either 4 or 1. Consider yet another fragment of the power-set automaton of Dn as shown in Fig. 10.
Inspecting Fig. 10 shows that the merging word should start with b because the action of c keeps the coins on the
main circle without merging and a sends them to the set {1, n} from where they can only return back to the main circle
without merging. Furthermore, one can conclude that any merging word coincides with one of the following:
bcc, bcax, bcbax, bcbbx, bcaxc, bcbaxc, bcbbxc, (3)
where x is a word in the language {a, b}∗. One can directly check that during the action of any of these words no
coin besides the two involved in merging leaves the main circle. The coin that appears as the result of merging covers
either 1 or 4. If it covers 1, the after the next application of c the coin returns to the main circle. This means that in the
sequel we can analyze only coins on the main circle. Observe also that the shortest word in (3) has length 3.
It is convenient to give a name to states bearing no coins; we call them holes. Any sequence of adjacent holes in
the main circle is called a lacuna. It is easy to see that lacunas can ‘grow’ only in the clockwise direction. Indeed,
given a lacuna, let C be the coin following it in the clockwise direction. We first move C to the state 3 and then apply
a word of the form (3). This makes the lacuna one hole longer (and transfers C to the state 4). Observe that if there is a
coin immediately after C (in the clockwise direction), then the action causes a merging and a new hole is added to the
lacuna. If a hole follows C , then the action described merely transposes C and the hole (so the next lacuna becomes
one hole shorter).
If one wants to repeat the process, one first should move the coin C from the state 4 back to the to the state 3, and
for this one has to apply a word u with n − 3 occurrences of the letter c (in particular, |u| ≥ n − 3).
Now let w be an arbitrary reset word of minimum length for the automatonDn . Recall that w must start with ac or
c2, and after the action of this prefix coins cover precisely the states in the main circle. Thus, at this moment there are
no lacunas at all but after completing the action of w we get a lacuna with n − 3 holes. Thus, the n − 3 steps described
above are required. The first hole emerges after an application of a word of the form (3) (whose length is at least 3),
and then one has to alternate the action of a word of length at least n − 3 with the action of a word of the form (3)
n − 4 times. Therefore,
|w| ≥ 2 + 3 + (n − 4)((n − 3) + 3) = n2 − 4n + 5 = (n − 2)2 + 1,
as required. Theorem 1.2 is proved.
Fig. 11 shows an example of a dromedary synchronizing automaton with five states and three input letters whose
shortest reset word is of length (5 − 2)2 + 2 = 11, thus exceeding the lower bound of Theorem 1.2. In fact, we have
found several examples of five-state automata of this sort.
For automata with six states the bound from Theorem 1.2 also is not tight. An example with an 18-letter reset word
is shown in Fig. 12. Even though the automata in Figs. 11 and 12 appear to have a common pattern, we have not yet
managed to construct a similar example with seven states.
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1
5 2
4 3
cb
b
a a, c
a, c
b
a, c
a, c
b
b
Fig. 11. A five-state automaton with the shortest reset word ab2c2b2cbc2.
1
6 2
5 3
cb
a a, c
a, ca, c
b
4
b b a, c
a, c
b
b
Fig. 12. A six-state automaton with the shortest reset word ab2cbacb2c2b5c2.
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